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№ Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS 
1 Vihreät - De

Gröna
1-109 replace the whole resolution see the proposed text in the annex CAS rejected Finnish texst as such. Finns made proposals

for CAS III 

2 ENGS 1 add to the
title

TOWARDS 2019: Let us move
Europe!

TOWARDS 2019: Let us move Europe in a sustainable
direction!

VOTE

3 Bündnis 90/
Die Grünen

3 add The last decades were marked by the peace, freedom,
democracy and the increase of justice the European
unification had brought to the people in Europe. We
gained many liberties in our daily lives: The European
integration enabled us to travel without borders, live and
work where and love who we want. And in many
European countries we can pay with the same currency.
We Greens stand for the European life style unified in
diversity. Regarding the protection of nature many
improvements were achieved during the last years,
reducing the amount of waste, making steps towards a
greener economy and increasing the use of renewable
energies, while starting to phase out of nuclear energy.
Green parties throughout Europe have contributed
immensely to this progress. But there still is homework
to do in order to truly protect the environment and the
climate. And we will continue to strive towards a Europe
that is truly sustainable, socially just and that protects
civil liberties. Alarmed we currently see that some of
the achievements we made are endangered. And we
see enormous challenges ahead of us. These
challenges bear risks to the coherence of our societies,
the goal of sustaining nature and the deepening of the
European project.

CAS accepted as amended:                                                                                       
The last decades were marked by the peace, freedom, 
democracy the process of European unification had brought 
to the people in Europe. We gained many liberties in our daily 
lives: the European integration gave us the possibility  to 
travel without borders, live and work where we want. 
Important steps towards greener economy and society have 
been taken and are underway; the transformation of our 
energy systems towards renewables and out of fossils and 
nuclear is a possible and realistic perspective. Green parties 
throughout Europe have contributed immensely to this 
progress. But we are in the middle of a fourfold revolution.

4 GroenLinks  5-6 delete We are, de facto, in the middle 
of a fourfold revolution.

withdrawn
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5 GroenLinks 21-26 delete In the last European elections

our slogan was: “Change
Europe, vote Green”. But
under the present
circumstances in many cases
the people fear change as
much as they strive for it.
There is a widespread
scramble for security, for
safety, for protection against
being exposed to the
dangerous winds that are
blowing. Therefore “change”
is not a self-explanatory
political goal anymore. Maybe
it never was, but certainly

CAS accepted as amended: In the last European elections
our slogan was: “Change Europe, vote Green”. Today there is
also a widespread scramble for security, for safety, for
protection against being exposed to the dangerous winds
that are blowing. Under the present circumstances in many
cases the people fear change as much as they strive for it,
therefore in the present societal and political climate our
politics of change and hope must also address the security
issue.

6 ENGS 22 comment

Vihreät - De
Gröna

27 add CAS accepted: We need to advance economic balance
and social justice as alternatives to fear-mongering
right-wing politics, to restore the confidence and trust of 
the people on the outskirts of our societies. We cannot
afford to leave the less well off feeling unappreciated
and unattended for. A Green change towards a socially
and ecologically sustainable world is essential for a
secure society.

7 Bündnis 90/
Die Grünen

38 add after „(…) fight for our goals“ We strive for a strengthened and united Europe and
as European Green family we want to be among the 
driving forces in the current debate about the future 
of the European Union.

CAS accepted        

8 Europe 
Ecologie 
Les Verts

44 replace focus on the big issues that
Europe has to get right. These 
include the fight against
climate change…

focus on the big issues that Europe has to get right. The 
first and prior being the fight against Climate change,
as just by itself it will upset our lifestyles, our
relationships among ourselves.

CAS accepted first part as amended: The first and most
important being the fight against climate change.
(The second part of the sentence is withdrawn).

9 Bündnis 90/
Die Grünen

45 add after “(…) fundamental green
economic transformation;"

The fight for an strenghtened and deepened European
Monetary Union," 

then continue with "and better economic balance within 

CAS Accepted as amended: add in line 94 (after ..solidarity?)
How do we strenghten and deepen the European Monetary
Union?
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10 Miljöpartiet 

de Gröna
50 add after "equal opportunity;"  CAS accepted as amended: the fight for more equality

between all gender and sexual identities;
11 ENGS 53 replace the fight to empower young

people to shape their future.
the fight to empower young and old people to shape a 
common future for generations.

CAS accepted as amended:… all ages and notably young
people.       

12 Miljöpartiet 
de Gröna

58 replace digitization the digital revolution CAS accepted

13 Miljöpartiet 
de Gröna

58 Add 
"gender"

We have to deal with cultural,
religious and ethnic divisions. 

We have to deal with cultural, religious, gender and 
ethnic divisions. 

CAS accepted

Vihreät - De
Gröna

67 add CAS accepted: We need to develop our continent in
relation to the global community. As the United States
is retreating from its global position, we must be the
driving force for fair trade, global social justice, and the
fight against climate change in all international
organisations and agreements.

Vihreät - De
Gröna

67 add CAS accepted: We need to tackle the root causes of
forced migration such as climate change, poverty, and
hopelessness, while providing refugees safe haven
from discrimination, racism and violence. Drastic
measures are needed to empower our neighbouring
societies with economic, educational, and social
collaboration to prevent further societal collapse.

14 Europe 
Ecologie 
Les Verts

71 replace that are willing to share the
burden of the necessary
green transformation

that are willing to join us in this formidable challenge
that is the Green revolution

CAS accepted as amended: ... join us in this formidable
challenge and opportunity that is this Green transformation

15 Europe 
Ecologie 
Les Verts

80 replace European Greens are not as
strong presently as we have
been in the past. In some
countries we are very
successful while in others
we lack the strength and
success which we would all
cherish.

European Greens still need to reinforce the strength
and success in the countries where we are still not too
strong , especially since our proposals are stronger than 
ever in our societies, infusing at all levels, in all political
parties.

CAS accepted as amended: European Greens are not as
strong presently as we have been in the past. We need to
strengthen our voice and presence especially considering
that our priorities and proposals are more and more
recognised in our societies and necessary to answer the
challenges we face. 

16 Europe 
Ecologie 
Les Verts

86 replace and if we can’t convince our
neighbours, we can’t convince
our nations.

and because, locally we are successful in convincing
our neighbours, we will be able to convince our nations

CAS accepted as amended: if we can convince … we can
convince the wider population.

17 ENGS 86 comment and if we can’t convince our
neighbours, we can’t convince
our nations.
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18 FYEG 86 replace our nations the voters/the population falls
19 Miljöpartiet 

de Gröna
90 replace digitization digital revolution CAS accepted

Vihreät - De 
Gröna

last line add CAS accepted: We must be able to communicate our 
Green solutions to all people living in Europe, earn their 
trust, and convince them to vote for a Green change.


